ITEM NO. | PART NUMBER | QUANTITY | MATERIAL
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | SEAF-40-06.5-10-A | 1.0000 | LCP, UL 94 VO, COLOR: BLACK
2 | NEW-SUB-C-209-06.5-5-2 | 400.00 | COPPER ALLOY/LEAD FREE SOLDER
3 | K-DOT-.404-.500-.005 | 1.0000 | POLYIMIDE FILM
4 | CT-SEAF028MS | .00500 | CONDUCTIVE POLYMER
5 | SEAX-0001 | .00500 | LABEL

TOLERANCES ARE:
- DEGREES ± 0.01 (0.3)
- ANGLES ± 0.005 (0.13)
- 2.1410 (TYP)

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, DIMENSIONS ARE IN CHINESE INCHES (REF).

ATTACH LABEL "SEAX-001" TO TAPE & REEL PACKAGE.

NOTE DELETED.

SOLDER CHARGE VOLUME IS .00000891 CUBIC INCHES (REF).

NOTE: VITA 57 CONNECTOR.
- 2.1410 (TYP)
- 2.1410 (TYP)
- 2.1410 (TYP)

CONTACT AREA: .000030 GOLD OVER .000050 NICKEL
REMAINDER: .000200 REF TIN OVER .000050 NICKEL
RECOMMENDED PCB LAYOUT

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE SYMMETRIC ABOUT THE CENTERLINE.
RECOMMENDED STENCIL LAYOUT

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE SYMMETRIC ABOUT THE CENTERLINE
STENCIL TO BE .0060 (0.152) THICK

Φ .035 (0.89) (TYP)

1.950 [49.53]

.0500 [1.270] (TYP)
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USER DIRECTION OF UN-REELING POCKET NOT DETAILED